
Oh Honey Earrings
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Kat Silvia

These sweet vintage style earrings feature a golden honey hue chandelier acetate resin pendant from Zola Elements. 

Simple swags of rolo chain hang delicately to complete this look.

What You'll Need

Gold Plated Sleek Tapered Round Earring Hooks 13.5x9.5mm (10)

SKU: FEA-3037

Project uses 2 pieces

22K Gold Plated Open Jump Rings 5mm 20 Gauge (100)

SKU: FJR-5250

Project uses 14 pieces

22K Gold Plated Fine Rolo Chain, 2mm, by the Foot

SKU: CHA-99958

Project uses 14 Inches

Zola Elements Acetate Pendant Link, 5 to 1 Round Chandelier 38mm, 2 Pieces, Honeycomb

SKU: PZE-302

Project uses 2 pieces

Recommended Tools: 

[PL5130] Tronex Tools, Short Chain Nose Pliers with Standard Handle and Tip Protector 5

Inches Long, 1 Piece, [PL5510] Tronex Tools, Smooth Bent Nose Pliers with Standard Handle

and Tip Protector 5 Inches Long, 1 Piece

Instructions

By following the instructions below you will make one earring.  Repeat all instructions to make the second earring.  

1. Begin by cutting three lengths of chain.  For this project, it is easier to count the links of the chain to make sure they are accurate.  Links: 71, 49, 18.

2. Open one jump ring and attach it to outer most hole on the bottom of the pendant and to one end of the longest chain.  Close the jump ring.  

3. Keeping the chain from twisting, attach it to the furthest hole on the bottom of the pendant by opening and closing another jump ring.

4. Repeat the above steps for the second longest piece of chain, attaching it to the holes on the inside of the ones you just added.

5. Attach the final length of chain to the center hole at the bottom with one more jump ring.
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6. Open another jump ring and attach it to the hole at the top of the pendant.

7. Finally, open one more jump ring and attach it to the jump ring you just added and to one earring hook.  Close the jump ring.

For more inspiration see our video: How to Mix and Match Vintage Style Acetate to Create Trendy Earrings
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